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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	<<<Welcome folks as they join the call and encourage informal conversation>>>Good morning!Welcome to the Turtle Creek Winnebago County, IL and Rock County, WI FEMA Risk MAP Project Initiation Community Coordination Call, which is sponsored by FEMA.My name is Mary Richardson, and I’m with the Illinois State Water Survey in Champaign, IL.I am an Outreach Coordinator with the CHAMP group at the ISWS and will be leading the call today, I am joined by, Aaron Thomas, the Project Manager, Ryan Meekma our GIS lead, and Glenn Heistand, our Senior Hydraulic Engineer.	I want to thank everyone for taking the time to join the call today.Water Survey staff, like many of you, are working from home.I have no doubt, though, that we can accomplish our meeting objectives remotelyI appreciate your willingness to work through whatever challenges we encounterToday we’ll be covering a lot of information; most of it is non-technical, but there will be some technical items.Both and Aaron and I will pause periodically, to ask if there are questions. But please do not hesitate to ask us questions throughout.You can type questions into the Chat Box during the presentation, or do feel free to interrupt. You are muted by default, but please just unmute your mic to ask a question. You will find the microphone icon on the bottom left of your Zoom screen. The chat box can also be found at the bottom, in the middle. We'll open the meeting for more questions and discussion after the presentation.And since we may need to share this presentation with others that could not join today; the call will record and make it available upon request. 	<<<Hit RECORD>>>So let’s begin. 
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Regulatory Agency Introductions

FEMA (Federal Emergency Management Agency)
• Ken Hinterlong, P.E. 

FEMA R5 Senior Engineer
• John Wethington, P.E.

FEMA R5 Engineer

WDNR (Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources)
• Chris Olds, P.E., CFM

Water Regulation/Zoning Engineer
Statewide Floodplain Engineering and Mapping

IDNR (Illinois Department of Natural Resources)
• Steve Altman, P.E., CFM

Division of Water Resources Management, Division Manager
OWR Permitting, NFIP and Flood Mitigation Buyouts 

• Liana Winsauer P.E., CFM 
IDNR-OWR Floodplain Studies Engineer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From FEMA, we have . . . Ken Hinterlong, P.E.      FEMA R5 Senior EngineerJohn Wethington, P.E.     FEMA R5 EngineerFrom Wisconsin Department of Natural ResourcesChris Olds, P.E., CFM     Water Regulation/Zoning Engineer     he also leads the Statewide Floodplain Engineering and MappingFrom Illinois Department of Natural ResourcesSteve Altman, P.E., CFM     Division of Water Resources Management, Division Manager     OWR Permitting, NFIP and Flood Mitigation Buyouts Liana Winsauer P.E., CFM      IDNR-Office of Water Resources Floodplain Studies Engineer 



Agenda
• Rollcall 
• Project Objectives and Goals
• Project Scope
• Communication
• Schedule
• Community Participation

Turtle Creek 
Floodplain Mapping

Project Initiation Meeting
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ll begin with a quick Roll Call. Then I’ll provide a short introduction to our group at the Water Survey.Next we’ll cover the Project Objectives/Goals, including a discussion of your current floodplain maps and the digital maps that will eventually be produced through a later, second phase to this project.And we will then cover the details of the Project Scope, and our current project phase; which is Data Development.We’ll discuss the required Project Communication, Schedule, Data collection, and Community Participation.And conclude with questions and discussion.



• City of South Beloit, IL
• Winnebago County, IL
• City of Beloit, WI
• Rock County, WI
• Beloit College

Rollcall

• IDNR/OWR
• WDNR
• FEMA
• IEMA
• Anyone else?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click each community/agency into slideI would like to associate each of you with the Community or Agency you are representing today. Will those of you representing the City of South Beloit please state your name and title.	other people from IDNR ..WDNR, FEMA anyone from IEMA?Did I miss anyone?Thank you.



• The Illinois State 
Water Survey (ISWS) 
is a division of the 
Prairie Research 
Institute (PRI) at the 
University of Illinois.

• The Coordinated 
Hazard Assessment 
and Mapping 
Program (CHAMP) is a 
section within ISWS.

Introduction

https://www.isws.illinois.edu/champ
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is some general information on who we are.	<<<READ Slide>>>As you can see from our picture, we are just a friendly group of geeky Engineers, GIS professionals, and Process specialists. In case want to read more about CHAMP, our website is provided at the bottom of the slide. So how is CHAMP associated with FEMA?

https://www.isws.illinois.edu/champ


• ISWS, Illinois Department of Natural Resources (IDNR) & 
Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) are 
Cooperating Technical Partners (CTP) with the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency (FEMA). CHAMP staff perform floodplain 
studies, mapping, mitigation planning, and related activities for 
Illinois communities through this partnership. 

• ISWS also partners with the Illinois Department of Natural 
Resources-Office of Water Resources (IDNR-OWR) to help 
prioritize Illinois floodplain studies and mapping projects.

• Risk Mapping, Assessment, and Planning (Risk MAP) is the FEMA 
process used to implement National Flood Insurance Program 
(NFIP) floodplain studies and mapping projects.

Introduction
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ISWS, Illinois Department of Natural Resources & Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources are all Cooperating Technical Partners with the Federal Emergency Management Agency . CHAMP staff perform floodplain studies, mapping, mitigation planning, and related activities for Illinois communities through this partnership. The ISWS also partners with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources-Office of Water Resources to help prioritize Illinois floodplain studies and mapping projects.Risk Mapping, Assessment, and Planning is the FEMA process used to implement National Flood Insurance Program floodplain studies and mapping projects.As you may have noticed, I have already used 7 acronyms on this slide and 3 on the previous slide; and there are more to come.If I fail to provide the unabbreviated term on the first-use, please let me know.



Special Flood Hazard Area
• Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA) zone type designation is 

related to the method and level of hydraulic analysis performed. 
Riverine hydraulic analysis typically results in SFHA designated as 
Zone A or Zone AE based on the analysis level deemed 
appropriate for the study area. 
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• The Base Flood Elevation (BFE) is the elevation of surface water 
resulting from a flood that has a 1% chance of equaling or 
exceeding that level in any given year. The BFE is shown on the 
Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for zones AE, AH, A1–A30, AR, 
AR/A, AR/AE, AR/A1– A30, AR/AH, AR/AO, V1–V30 and VE.

• The difference on a map in a Zone A and AE: 
Zone AE’s have been studied in much more detail, as they are   
generally located in areas of population and show BFE’s 
Zone A do not. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are  few flood study definitions worth presenting at this stage:The Special Flood Hazard Area zone type designation is related to the method and level of hydraulic analysis performed. Riverine hydraulic analysis typically results in the SFHA designated as Zone A or Zone AE, based on the analysis level deemed appropriate for the study area. The Base Flood Elevation is the elevation of the surface water resulting from a flood that has a 1% chance of equaling, or exceeding, that level in any given year. The BFE is shown on the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) for zones AE, AH, and those listed.In summary:A Zone AE will have an associated BFE shown on the map , as these areas are studied in much more detail, as they are generally located in areas of population. A Zone A do will not have an associated BFE shown on the map.. Specifics of this will be discussed at the Flood Risk Review Meeting.



Floodway
Zone AE

The floodway is the channel of a stream plus any adjacent 
floodplain areas that must be kept free of encroachment so 
that the 1%-annual-chance flood can be carried without 
substantial increases in flood heights.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read slowly:A third term:The Floodway relates to a Zone AE and is the channel of a stream plus any adjacent floodplain areas that must be kept free of encroachment so that the 1%-annual-chance flood can be carried without substantial increases in flood heightsPlease recall that the States of Wisconsin and Illinois each have their own, different floodway criteria.FEMA will now go over the history of this project.



Floodplain Studies Overview- Proposed Study
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Turtle Creek watershed is delineated with the dark blue boundary. The study area for this project is the red streamline in the SW corner of the watershed.Impacted communities: Illinois (South Beloit & Winnebago County Areas).  Wisconsin (Beloit & Rock County Areas)



1. Current effective 
maps have modeling 
from 2012 in 
Wisconsin and 1977 
in Illinois

2. Last touch point 2017
3. South Beloit 2019 

alternative model
4. Newer FEMA 

requirements require 
integrated modeling 
across state line

5. Adhering to Floodway 
policies in both states 
as much as possible

Project Re-engagement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide by FEMA John presents#Project Re-engagement slideThe current effective regulatory flood maps in the area are based on hydraulic and hydrologic modeling from 2012 in Wisconsin and from all the way back in 1977 in the Illinois portions of the watershed. --That’s part of the reason for the update, 40 year old analysis isn’t very useful for characterizing flood risk today.FEMA’s last public engagement for Turtle Creek was a flood risk review meeting that presented draft data and mapping in February of 2017. Following the presentation at that meeting, a detailed technical discussion took place between the City of South Beloit’s engineering consultant Fehr-Graham and the Illinois State Water Survey, as well as the City of South Beloit attorney at the time.The outcomes of that discussion were that flooding source issues for Turtle Creek are generated from upstream in Wisconsin, and that the change in the floodway extents shown on the draft work maps did not seem correct to pretty much all of the local parties present at that meeting. Comments were later received by FEMA from South Beloit, which led to an alternative model for Turtle Creek being developed by Fehr Graham in 2019.Since the 2019 proposed model was presented to FEMA and the Illinois State Water Survey, updated FEMA mapping policy has changed to require the integration of hydraulic and hydrologic modeling across state lines. FEMA has since met with the Illinois state water survey, Illinois DNR office of water resources, and Wisconsin DNR to address this need, and to determine how an updated approach to modeling Turtle Creek across the state line might look. Following several internal technical meetings, we’ve decided on moving forward by updating methodology to create a unified cross-state model that meets floodplain technical standards in both states.This new model will build on existing rainfall-runoff data from the prior FEMA study, incorporate the 2019 South Beloit-sponsored modeling, and add updated terrain data, which we will talk about more in a moment. After the new modeling is complete, we will then proceed with redelineating floodway and special flood hazard areas, as well as updating base flood elevations.



6. Requesting 
community input 
through the 
methodology 
notification letter 
and later, from the 
Draft Risk Map 
products presented 
at a FRR Meeting

7. FEMA has a 
published 
procedure for 
mapping non-levee 
embankments, 
including railroad 
embankments

8. Do you have any 
questions?

Project Re-engagement – cont’d
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide by FEMA John presents#Project Re-engagement slide cont’dThe focus now is both to modify the analysis for the new modeling to match closer to the model proposed by South Beloit and Fehr-Graham in 2019 while also adhering to regulatory floodway policies in both Wisconsin and Illinois as closely as possible.We are looking for any additional input you might have now and following this meeting to help us in developing the study. A methodology notification letter will be sent out shortly formally requesting review and comment of our proposed process.We also are using FEMA policy for modeling non levee features to guide us in analyzing the Canadian Pacific railroad embankment that runs along part of Turtle Creek in the study area.



• Railroad embankments are 
one type of non-levee 
feature often considered in 
FEMA modeling

• FEMA may elect to model 
scenarios using the dual 
conditions of with- and 
without embankment 
simulation:

• With-embankment 
simulation is used to 
define flooding 
characteristics riverward 
(south) of the feature

• Without-embankment 
simulation is used to 
define flooding 
characteristics landward 
(north) of the feature

Non-levee embankments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-levee embankments slideThis slide shows the railroad embankment adjacent Turtle Creek that played a large role in helping formulate analysis and methodology in this part of the study area. Railroad embankments are one type of non-levee feature often considered in FEMA modeling, and we plan to model scenarios using with- and without embankment simulations to characterize flooding riverward and landward of the railroad. This is probably the most technically complex part of the study from a regulatory standpoint, and where we had to look into state standards for floodways and ineffective flow to come up with the best procedure for analyzing and mapping this area.We should have a few minutes at the end of the meeting to go over any additional questions about policy and methodology in this area, or answer them offline via e-mail or phone call after the meeting.



Project Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#Project Objectives slideNow let’s get into the next section of the presentation, the project objectives



FEMA National Objectives

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#FEMA National Objectives SlideEvery Flood Risk Study FEMA initiates follows this general path from start to finish. We begin with the Project Planning and Discovery phases where FEMA assesses the need to initiate a flood hazard study and mapping update, determines the scope, anticipated schedule, and budgeting, and breaks the area to be studied into phases.With input from state and local leadership, a watershed is reviewed to determine if there may be a need for new or updated Flood Insurance Rate Maps or other flood risk products. This decision is based on the current flood risk in the area, available data, increases in development, population affected and other related hazard analysis factors.During the Discovery phase, FEMA, state and local leaders collect current and historic flood-related data and then meet to review this data, to assemble a more complete picture of the area’s flood risk. During data development, FEMA and its mapping partners move forward with preparing the data, maps and flood risk products. From there, we move to the flood risk review meeting to present the results of the study in the form of draft mapping. After flood risk review, there is a comment period where we collect input on the draft products and following that produce preliminary mapping. At the preliminary map stage, due process is initiated with another meeting to community officials and a public open house meeting, followed by a 90-day statutory appeal period. Any appeals or comments received during the appeal period are addressed and final maps are produced, with a letter of final determination sent shortly after final maps are complete. FEMA floodplain management staff and state national flood insurance program coordinators then work with communities to draft ordinances to adopt the new maps.The focus of the current Turtle Creek study is the Data and Product Development phase, with the later Preliminary mapping phases expected in coming years when modeling is complete.



Develop Coordinated Floodplain Study 
Between Illinois and Wisconsin

• Approximately 1 mile in Illinois and 2 miles in 
Wisconsin of revised Zone AE (with floodway) 
streams will be re-studied using detailed methods

• Draft model and workmap.

In the next phase, the resulting floodplain delineations will be 
incorporated into a countywide digital Flood Insurance Rate 
Map (FIRM).

Turtle Creek
Project Objectives
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
John hand back to AaronSo again, the objective of the Turtle Creek project, that we are discussing today, is to perform a coordinated floodplain study on Turtle Creek between Illinois and Wisconsin that will result in two mapping updates:One update is to ensure consistent Base Flood Elevations across the state line; andThe 2nd update is ensuring the floodway meets each State’s criteria.And, of course, the ultimate goal is to update the effective Flood Insurance Rate Maps with the new study.



Project Scope
Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving onto “Scope” portion of Data Development.



1. Develop Coordinated Floodplain Study
a) 1 mile in Illinois; and 
b) 2 miles in Wisconsin.

2. Develop Draft Floodplain Mapping
3. Community Outreach and Engagement

Project Scope
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• Effective Floodplain Mapping for 
Illinois & Wisconsin

4. Preliminary Flood 
Insurance Rate 
Maps
• This project 

data will be 
incorporated 
thru future 
funding.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to meet our objectives of having consistent BFEs and an updated floodway, we have defined the Project Scope here. The image in this slide zooms in to the study area ( of Beloit and South Beloit) and you can see the effective mapping in both states. The first step will be to restudy approximately 3 miles of effective Zone AE (1mile in Illinois and 2 miles in Wisconsin) – use laser pointer.  Once the modeling is complete, the next step listed here is, “develop draft floodplain mapping”, we will prepare workmaps that depict the new floodplains and floodway. And then, in the 3rd step under “community outreach and engagement”, we will present the draft workmaps to the community officials for review and comment at a Flood Risk Review Meeting. This will wrap up the Data Development phase.After any comments in this step have been resolved, FEMA would likely move forward with the last step and incorporate the new studies into the FIRMs for both Winnebago and Rock Counties.Are there any questions. Now I’ll hand this back to Mary



Digital Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mary quickly summarize the data behind a digital map



Digital Maps

Advantages
• Cartographically accurate
• Easier and faster to update
• Can be used with local digital data (parcel layer, zoning layer)
• Serve as a tool for floodplain management

1. Floodplain delineation
2. Roads
3. Orthophotos (aerials)
4. Topography
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Digital Flood Insurances Rate Maps DFIRMs are created by pulling information as digital layers, to create a multi-layered map; The spatial layers used to create a DFIRM include floodplain delineation, roadways, aerial photos, and topography.The topography layer is not shown on the DFIRM  but is used to delineate the floodplains.



Proposed Data Sources For 
Mapping

Orthophoto:
2014 IDOT imagery

20

Proposed Topographic 
Sources: 

2018 Winnebago Co. LiDAR 
& 2020 Rock County LiDAR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this project, the Water Survey plans to use:2014 IDOT imagery for the Base mapFor the Topography:LiDAR topo data acquired in 2018 is available for Winnebago County, IL andLiDAR acquired in 2020 for Rock Co. WI is anticipated to be available in the spring of 2021.These newer data sets may be used to delineate the new floodplains.	<<<<<Pause>>>>>I know this has been a lot of information to absorb, are there any questions?



Project Communication
Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we discuss the Project Communication for the Data Development Phase of this project:Please note that we continue to need your help to identify additional people who should be included in our community contacts list;Your help in making our outreach list complete and the contact information accurate is greatly  appreciated and goes a long way to helping to make this a project a success. 



• Project Initiation Community Coordination Call 
(today)

• Proposed Engineering Methods Notification 
Letter (SID 620)

• 30-Day Comment Period
• Flood Risk Review Meeting

• 30-Day Comment Period
• Draft Data Submission Notification Letter (SID 

621)
• 30-Day Comment Period

Please reach out to Mary Richardson at mjr@Illinois.edu

Communication Plan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our communication plan for the Data Development phase of the project.And I will cover each item in more detail on following slides.Today is the Project Initiation Community Coordination CallOne purpose of todays call is to ask for community input on the proposed study streams and the proposed study methods and models.This request will be made more formally in a Proposed Engineering Methods Notification letter (SID 620)  to be sent in the near future.At this time due to the COVID19 pandemic, you will receive the SID 620 as an attachment to an emailWhen the draft models and draft floodplain delineations are complete, we will hold a Flood Risk Review Meeting to go over the results.The meeting might be a conference call or webinar, again  depending on COVID-19 concerns.As we approach the end of the data development phase, a Data Submission Notification Letter will be sent to each community notifying them that the data collection and analysis phase of the project is concluding.



• Mailed to community CEOs, Floodplain 
Administrator, Community Engineer

• Details the streams to be studied in community 
and proposed engineering methods used to 
study each stream 

• Informs community about 30-day period to 
provide comments on the proposed 
engineering methods for the study stream

Proposed Engineering Methods Letter
FEMA Standard ID 620
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let us look at each part of the communication plan in a little more detail:The Proposed Engineering Methods Letter or FEMA SID 620 letters is Mailed to each community CEOs, Floodplain Administrator, and Community Engineer.It Details the streams to be studied in each community and the proposed engineering methods used to study each stream The letter Informs the community about the 30-day period for providing comments on those  proposed engineering methods.You will likely coordinate with your engineer on this item.



Hydrology – Determine 1%-Annual-Chance 
(100-Year) stream flows

• USGS Regression Equations
• HEC-HMS Rainfall Runoff Modeling

Hydraulics – Determines 1%-Annua- Chance 
(100-Year) flood elevations

• Zone AE: HEC-RAS Hydraulic Models
• Zone A: HEC-RAS Hydraulic Models

Proposed Engineering Methods
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proposed Engineering methods presented in the SID 620 for this project will be as follows:Hydrologic methods, those used to determine the 1%-annual- chance stream flows, will use USGS Regression Equations and USACE HEC-RAS Rainfall Runoff modelingFor Hydraulic methods, those used to determine the 1%-annual-chance flood elevations, will use USACE HEC-RAS Hydraulic models for both the Zone A’s and AE’s	Please know that:The proposed models and methods are common within our industry and are FEMA and State approved options.And they are based on engineering judgement and previous project experience.



• A technical meeting to review draft workmaps with 
community officials, engineers, and floodplain 
managers. Public meetings will be held later in the 
project.

• The meeting initiates a 30-day comment period for 
communities to provide feedback on the draft
floodplain mapping.

Flood Risk Review Meeting
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
	The next time we formally meet will be the FRR mtgThis is a technical meeting to review the  draft workmaps with community officials, engineers, and floodplain managers. Public meetings will be held later in the project.The FRR  meeting initiates a 30-day comment period for communities to provide feedback on the draft floodplain mapping



• Mailed to community CEOs, Floodplain 
Administrator, Community Engineer

• Makes community aware the data collection 
and analysis phase of the project is concluding, 
and Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM) 
database is being validated by FEMA 

• Gives communities 30 days to comment on the 
data in the FIRM database

Data Submission Notification
FEMA Standard ID 621
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Data Submission Notification, FEMA Standard ID 621 letter, is sent out after the FRR comments have been addressed.The letter is again mailed to each community CEO, Floodplain Administrator and Community engineer, informing the community that the data collection and analysis phase of the project is concluding, and that the Flood Insurance Rate Map database is being validated by FEMA. There is again a 30 day comment period, time in which the communities may address comments about the data in the FIRM databaseBefore we leave the topic of communication, you can see that in order to ensure the delivery of the required correspondence it is important to have the correct contacts, email addresses and phone #s for community officials; we also need to know who’s working at their offices and who’s working remotely.So, please do let us know if circumstances change relating to your communication needs. 



Project Schedule
Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions at this point?For the Project Schedule  I turn it back to Aaron.



• Engineering Notification Letters to communities likely by
• May/2021

• Field survey
• Not anticipated

• ISWS to finish Zone AE floodplain studies by 
• Fall 2021

• Flood Risk Review Meeting likely 
• Spring 2022

• Submit Flood Studies to IDNR & WDNR for State concurrence
• Fall 2022

• End of Data Development Phase
• 2024 or sooner

Digital Flood Insurance Rate Map Project to follow pending 
conclusion of data development and available funding

Estimated Schedule
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an estimated schedule for the data development phase.	<<<<<READ SLIDE>>>>>Are there any questions on the estimated schedule?



Data Development Phase

Presenter
Presentation Notes




New Model
1. ISWS funded by FEMA to combine models 

and develop one cohesive analysis. The idea 
being to have consistent BFEs and a 
coordinated floodway across state line.

a) 2012 WDNR model
b) FG model (1-mile Illinois reach) 
c) Use 2012 Wisconsin rainfall-runoff model for peak 

discharges

Project Modeling & Mapping
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to meet our objectives of having consistent BFEs and updated floodway criteria, FEMA has contracted with the Illinois State Water Survey to combine the 2012 WDNR model and the Fehr Graham model. The 2012 WDNR model, which is the effective model for WI, extends from the Rock River upstream into Wisconsin for many miles. We’ve also discussed the model prepared by Fehr Graham for the City of South Beloit, which also begins at the Rock River and extends upstream approximately 1 mile to about the state line. This model has new field survey data for bridges and channel sections. FEMA has funded the ISWS to merge the 1-mile-long FG model into the 2012 WDNR model.The new model will continue to use the peak discharges from the 2012 Wisconsin HMS rainfall-runoff model.



Objective #1: Consistent 
Base Flood Elevations 
(BFEs) across the State 
line.
1. Issue: Railroad 

embankment
2. Proposed Modeling & 

Mapping:  
“Constricted” & 
“without 
embankment” will 
result in different Base 
Flood Elevations on 
each side of the 
railroad.

Modeling & Mapping Issues:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our first objective for this project, is to ensure the BFEs are consistent across the state line. Notice XS L has a BFE of 750.2 in Winnebago Co. and it is lower than XS N =751.8 in Rock Co. This is b/c there are two models for this area and in order to resolve this, we will only have one hydraulic model. The long railroad embankment located in Wisconsin, makes things more complicated. It acts as the right bank of Turtle Creek and restricts and squeezes the flow in the main channel and left overbank.  The effective mapping behind (northwards) this RR embankment shows lower Base Flood Elevations compared to those on the main channel, implying some level of protection against flooding.  In order for a man-made embankment to be considered suitable for providing protection behind it (referred to as “accredited”), FEMA standards require that man-made embankments be certified by an engineer as part of the accreditation process. This RR embankment is not accredited by FEMA.Therefore, the RR embankment cannot be modeled and mapped as an accredited levee and so the modeling will consist of two scenarios: The first is the “constricted” case which considers the effects of the embankment on the Base Flood Elevation ONLY in the channel and LOB (the ROB is assumed to be dry). This will result in higher Base Flood Elevations in this area. Pause and point this area. 		A) The 2nd modeling scenario, referred to as “without embankment” will ignore the RR embankment b/c it is not accredited, and therefore flow will be able to move into the ROB area, and experience an increase in conveyance, which will result in lower Base Flood Elevations in the ROB. 	B) Load XS So, along a cross section, BFEs will differ, where they will be lower on the landward side of the RR embankment compared to the riverward side.  Mention FEMA document 95.



Objective #2: 
Coordinated floodway 
across the State line.
1. Floodway criteria is 

different for both 
states.

Modeling & Mapping Issues:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second objective is to have a coordinated floodway across the state line. Floodway modeling becomes complicated when attempting to meet the different floodway criteria from each state.  The placement of ineffective flow stations (which depict areas of ineffective flow – where flow is not active) pre-determines the location of the floodway in Wisconsin. The Digital Elevation Model (also referred to as a DEM in the image to the left) {is derived from 2007 Winnebago County LiDAR and 2010 Rock County LiDAR}. It shows the RR in yellow as an elevated embankment acting as the right bank of Turtle Creek. The effective mapping (shown in the image to the right) shows the floodway (in red hatching) coincident with the RR embankment. This is b/c the ineffective model has located the ineffective flow stations along the RR; however, as we already discussed above, b/c of accreditation issues, the RR embankment cannot be modeled or mapped showing that it provides protection from flooding. Therefore, ineffective flow stations will be relocated landward of the RR embankment at locations representing a more natural expansion and contraction of flow would occur when disregarding the RR embankment. The new floodway will be shown landward (to the north) of the RR, so it will become wider. If there are any questions regarding floodways now, you can ask Chris Olds with WDNR or Liana Winsauer with IDNR.



Community Input

33

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/turtle.htm
log in: watershed

password: illinoisfloods!123

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have any data or information that you think would be useful, we would like for you to make your comments in our online web map tool. When you click on the blue link, you will be prompted for the Log in and password that is shown in the bottom right corner of this slide. Hit the Add Comment in the New Comments box and you can then draw a polygon in your area of interest and add comments. You can email Mary if you have any data to pass on or questions.Turtle Creek Interactive Web LinkLog in: watershedPassword: illinoisfloods!123

https://www.illinoisfloodmaps.org/commentmap/turtle.htm


Project Manager:  Aaron Thomas, P.E., CFM                       
abthomas@illinois.edu

Outreach: Mary Richardson, CFM
mjr@illinois.edu 

Mitigation Planning:   Rebecca Leitschuh, AICP
rleits@Illinois.edu

www.illinoisfloodmaps.org 34

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to thank everyone for coming-Do you have any questions or comments?Turn camera on to address group.
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